Mindtree Duck Creek Offerings

01 Insurance Business Consulting
Align your IT strategy with your business objectives through digital transformation
Strategic consulting to align your business objectives with your core IT transformation plan to modernize core systems and create differentiated intermediary/customer experience—while providing business insights at every stage.

02 Duck Creek On Demand Implementations
Speed to value for early realization and business growth
Transform your IT with Duck Creek OnDemand at core, faster integration using Duck Creek Anywhere APIs. Implement microservices with internal and external systems to automate your business processes supported by agile delivery, intelligent automation, and proven accelerators for speed to value.

03 360 Degree Quality Engineering
Ensure first time right, production-ready systems in the fastest time possible
Comprehensive testing services including test strategy, in-sprint test automation, regression testing, security, performance testing and intelligent test automation.

04 Data Solution and Analytics
Data-driven decisions for growth, profitability, and customer satisfaction
Comprehensive information management services including data management, legacy data migration, conversion at renewal, customer insights, business insights, operational insights, fraud detection, visualization, and reporting.

05 Application Management Services
Increase operational efficiency and reduce costs while innovating
Continuous integration and delivery in on-premise or on-demand environments and focused management of applications in production with high automation and a well-proven support model.

06 Upgrade and Cloud Migration
Enhance IT capability, focus on business growth with zero InfraOps liability
SOP-driven accelerated platform upgrade with automation, cloud strategy, on-premise to DCOD migration, migration to private cloud, system integration b/w DCOD and on-premise (peripheral systems in landscape).

The Mindtree Advantage
- Expertise in Duck Creek suite implementation with 19 years of experience, successful projects, and footprint in multiple geographies as the most experienced and trusted partner.
- One-stop yet differentiated service offerings in legacy modernization, data solutions, upgrade, business and domain consulting, and architectural governance.
- Comprehensive ownership of end-to-end IT system across different business portfolios, CoTs platform consolidation, product rationalization, and Plug & Play integration.
- Express scale-up of the team through tailored-made training curriculum including cross-skill and up-skill, K-Map creation, and continuous validation to meet quality and suitability of resources and critical project need mitigation through support from expert professionals of Duck Creek CoE.
- Continuous collaboration with DCT to keep abreast with newer offerings and architectural changes for better solution design such as Page Builder, Distribution Management, Producer, Reinsurance Management, On-demand and Claims V20 readiness, and enhanced data insights.
Solution Accelerators for Duck Creek

- **Integration platform with plug-ins for third-party service providers such as LexisNexis, Pitney Bowes, ISO, Payment Gateways, and SharePoint for doc management**
- **Renewal Conversion framework using RPA, QA, BOT for testing conversions**
- **Insurance BOT Library**
- **Automated Configuration BOT**
- **Duck Creek SaaS Migration Tool Kit**
- **DevOps Tool Kit**
- **Full Suite Agile Feature List**

**XactConnect**
Integrated solution for comprehensive policy management

**XactRTR**
Renewal conversion of legacy policies and integration with comparative raters

**XactProcess Maps**
Ready-to-use business processes to jump-start transformation journey

**Product Factory Model**
A proven development methodology to speed up product and state rollouts

**OOB Test Case Repository**
For CL, WC Policy, Billing, and Claims modules

**Duck Creek AMS Tool Kit**
Auto-correct policy-billing imbalances, self-healing BOTs, AMS service catalogue, upgrade, and SOP

**Headless Testing Framework**
Black-box testing framework for CL to support accelerated rollouts of ISO Rate Changes, Functional Regression, and Test Policy creation

**Success Stories**

1. **Helped a specialty insurance company of a $9 billion financial services group grow its business by 100% and achieve a 43% ROI.**
2. **Aided a $24 billion insurer to standardize and improve technical pricing across multiple commercial lines globally, in half the time.**
3. **Helped a $700 million specialty insurer successfully modernize their commercial lines platform on time and within budget.**
4. **Aided an $800 million US-based regional insurance firm to grow its personal lines business by over three times.**

Mindtree is a global technology consulting and services company that enables enterprises across industries to drive superior competitive advantage, customer experiences and business outcomes by harnessing digital and cloud technologies. As a socially and environmentally responsible business, Mindtree focuses on growth as well as sustainability in building long-term stakeholder value. Powered by more than 31,900 talented and entrepreneurial professionals across 24 countries, Mindtree — a Larsen & Toubro Group company — is consistently recognized among the best places to work.